from a similar convention in 1840, by the votes of ev< those bodies. Defeated in 1840, thro' well understo great majority of the democratic masses rallied for i
circumspection which the latter evinced in every step he took in the Judge White declined and I became better acquainted with the persoi parties, I had no difficulty in understanding what before appeared ii no special claims upon the Judge, but it cost him a great effort to General, who admonished him, as well as his wife  (after his second usual   unreserved  and  emphatic  way,   of  the  consequences  of  the  £ to take.    But Mr. Bell, of Tennessee, chosen Speaker of the House the votes of the opposition and of democratic members disaffected to administration,  and Mr.  Webster,  by  his  attentions particularly to Judge's family as well as to him, overcame his scruples.
I have always believed that if I had possessed a tithe of the skill ment and of the spirit of intrigue, so liberally charged upon me by : upon the strength of which they gave me the title of " magician," I aside the opposition which sprang from that source without mu Speaker Bell, tho' not one of Judge White's closest friends, doubt action in the matter by force of superior capacity and knowledge, for political intrigue and occupied at the moment a position of dil from the circumstances attending his elevation to the chair. I recei of a desire on his part to hold a confidential conversation with me invited to dine with a, mutual friend well disposed to his adva.ncem< fore hand) that the Speaker would be the only other gentleman invit the subject of the Presidential election would be introduced and co the shape of the suggestions that would be made. Bell and Polk wi rival interests in Tennessee, and the treatment they might respectivel from the new administration, if I should "be elected, was a matter o After the ladies retired, the subject was, as I had foreseen, introduced, ache compelled me to decline the conversation and to retire almost separated ,with the significant expression, by the Speaker, of a hope have a tooth-ache when we should meet again. This occurred shor mencement of the session of Congress of 1834-5. Some days thert last day of December, when Mr. Adams delivered before Congress, ] Life and Character of Lafayette, another attempt to converse upo made. The Senate repairing to the Representative Chamber, I, as t] of that body, was of course placed by the side of the Speaker. He i ject by an expression of his regret that the republican party was to nomination of Judge White and the satisfaction he would derive adjustment of the matter, and proceeded to say that such progrei and such a point reached as made it indispensable that whatever ^ arrest it should be done immediately. Determined from the beginni: planations as to the course I would pursue if elected, in regard to I put a civil end to the conversation by a few general remarks in i that the friends of Judge White owed to the republican cause and re they could not so- far forget it, as well as their interest, as to disr course indicated, and closed with an observation on the speech which \ in front of us.
Struck by the peculiarity of the time and occasion selected by tin communication I turned with greater interest to the corrcsponder White and the Tennessee delegation (Mr. Bell being one of them), so and found that it was only on the previous evening that the delegatio consent to the use of his name and that there was therefore great rea? manifested, arising from the necessity for speedy action.
It was immediately afterwards announced in the Tennessee news regarded as the Judge's organ, that his name would not be withdraw is known. His resignation as Senator and final retirement from pr of the extent to which he had been deceived and used, and sick o immediately upon the result of the election.
Wrhen his old colleague, Mr. Grundy, reached Washington, I inquir and was answered by that facetious and worthy man as follows: " ^

